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iLOC: An invisible LOCalization Attack to Internet
Threat Monitoring Systems
Xun Wang, Wei Yu, Xinwen Fu, Dong Xuan and Wei Zhao

Abstract—In this paper, we study a new class of attacks, the
invisible LOCalization (iLOC) attack, which can accurately and
invisibly localize monitors of Internet threat monitoring (ITM)
systems, a class of widely deployed facilities to characterize
Internet threats, such as worm propagation, denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks. In the iLOC attack, the attacker launches low-rate
port-scan traffic, encoded with a selected pseudo-noise code (PNcode), to targeted networks. While the secret PN-code is invisible
to others, the attacker can accurately determine the existence of
monitors in the targeted networks based on whether the PN-code
is embedded in the report data queried from the data center of
the ITM system. We conduct extensive simulations on the iLOC
attack using real-world traces. Our data demonstrate that the
iLOC attack can accurately identify monitors while remaining
invisible to the ITM. Finally, we present a set of guidelines to
counteract the iLOC attack.
Index Terms—Internet threat monitoring systems, Invisible
localization attack, PN-code, Security

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, widespread attacks, such as active worms
[1] and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks [2], have
been major threats to the Internet. Due to the widespread
nature of these attacks, large scale traffic monitoring across
the Internet has become necessary in order to effectively detect
and defend against them. Developing and deploying Internet
threat monitoring (ITM) systems (or motion sensor networks)
is one of the major efforts in this realm.
Generally, an ITM system consists of a number of monitors
and a data center. The monitors are distributed across the
Internet and can be deployed at hosts, routers, firewalls, etc.
Each monitor is responsible for monitoring and collecting
traffic targeting a range of IP addresses within a sub-network.
The range of IP addresses covered by a monitor is also referred
to as the location of the monitor. Periodically, the monitors
send traffic logs to the data center. The data center aggregates
and analyzes these logs and also publishes reports to the
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public. The reports provide critical insights into widespread
Internet threats and attacks, and are used to detect and defend
against such attacks. ITM systems have been successfully used
to detect the worm outbreaks [3] and DDoS attacks [4].
However, the integrity and functionality of ITM systems
largely depend on the anonymity of the IP addresses covered
by their monitors, i.e., the locations of monitors. If the locations of monitors are identified, the attacker can deliberately
avoid these monitors and directly attack the uncovered IP
address space, which significantly degrades the effectiveness
of the ITM system. Hence, it is important to have a thorough
understanding of such attacks, in order to design efficient
countermeasures against them, thereby protecting ITM systems.
In this paper, we investigate a new class of attacks, the
invisible LOCcalization (iLOC) attack. In the iLOC attack,
the attacker launches low-rate port-scan traffic (also referred
to as attack traffic) to target networks. The scan traffic is
encoded with a carefully selected pseudo-noise code (PNcode), which is only known to the attacker. The PN-code
embedded in traffic can be accurately recognized by the
attacker even under interference from background traffic. Thus,
the attacker is able to accurately determine the existence
of monitors in the target networks based on whether the
embedded PN-code is contained in the report data queried
from the data center of the ITM system. The attack traffic
modulated/embedded by the PN-code will appear as innocent
noise in both the time and frequency domains, rendering it
invisible to others. Only those aware of the original PNcode can correctly recover the encoded PN-code and identify
the monitor locations. Therefore, using the iLOC technique,
the attacker can accurately localize monitors while evading
detection by others. The performance data demonstrate that the
attack can accurately identify the locations of monitors, while
evading detection by those unaware of the attacker-selected
PN-code. Furthermore, we present a set of guidelines on how
to counteract the iLOC attack.
A few works have been conducted on monitor localization
attacks [5], [6]. However, our work is the first to address an
attack aiming to achieve the objectives of both accuracy and
invisibility. Notice that invisibility is critical for the attacker to
evade these countermeasures. Work in [7] also studied how to
use the PN-code to effectively track flows through anonymous
systems. Since it is applied to a different problem domain, the
solution in [7] is significantly different from the one in this
paper, including the use of the PN code, designed algorithms,
decision rule, and theoretical analysis.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the iLOC attack in detail. In Section III, we
report our performance evaluation results on the iLOC attack.
In Section IV, we discuss some preliminary countermeasures
against the iLOC attack. Finally we conclude this paper in
Section V.

to interference, and requires comparatively lower-rate attack
traffic as the carrier, which is harder to be detected. All these
characteristics help to achieve the objectives of attack accuracy
and invisibility. We will discuss the details of these two stages
in the following.
B. Attack Traffic Generation Stage

II. iLOC ATTACK
In this section, we discuss the iLOC attack in detail. We first
give an overview of the iLOC attack, and then present the detailed stages of the attack, followed by additional discussions
on its mechanisms.
A. Overview
Fig. 1 shows the basic workflow of the iLOC attack. This
figure also illustrates the basic idea of the ITM system. In the
ITM system, the monitors deployed at various networks record
their observed port-scan traffic and continuously update their
traffic logs to the data center. The data center first summarizes
the volume of port-scan traffic towards (and reported by) all
monitors, and then publishes the report data to the public in
a timely fashion.
As shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) respectively, the iLOC attack
consists of the following two stages:
1) Attack Traffic Generation: In this stage, as shown in
Fig. 1 (a), the attacker first selects a code and then encodes the
attack traffic by embedding the selected code into the traffic.
Lastly, the attacker launches the attack traffic towards a target
network (e.g., network A in Fig. 1 (a)). We denote such an
embedded code pattern in the attack traffic as the attack mark
of the iLOC attack, and denote the encoded attack traffic as
attack mark traffic.
2) Attack Traffic Decoding: In this stage, as shown in
Fig. 1 (b), the attacker first queries the data center for the
traffic report data, which consists of both attack traffic and
background traffic. After obtaining the report data, the attacker
tries to recognize the attack mark (i.e., the code embedded in
the iLOC attack traffic) by decoding the report data. If the
attack mark is recognized, the report data must include the
attack traffic, which means monitors are deployed in the target
network and they are sending traffic reports to the ITM data
center.
The iLOC attack adopts a code based approach to generate the attack traffic. Coding techniques have been widely
implemented in secure communication; for example, Morse
code is one such example. Without knowledge of Morse
code, the receiver would find it impossible to interpret the
carried information [8]. In the iLOC attack, the PN-code-based
approach has three advantages. First, the code is embedded in
traffic and can be correctly recognized by the attacker even
under interference from background traffic, ensuring accuracy
of the attack. Second, the code (of sufficient length) itself
provides enough privacy. That is, the code is only known
by the attacker, thereby the code pattern embedded in attack
traffic can only be recognized by the attacker. Furthermore, the
code can carry information. A longer code is more immune

In this attack stage, the attacker: (1) selects the code, a
PN-code in our case; (2) encodes the attack traffic using the
selected PN-code; and (3) launches the encoded attack traffic
towards the target network. For the third step, the attacker can
coordinate a large number of compromised bots to launch the
traffic [9]. However, this is not the focus of this paper. In the
following, we will present detailed discussion on the first and
second steps, respectively.
1) Code Selection: To evade detection by others, the attack
traffic should be similar to the background traffic. From a
large set of real-world background traffic traces obtained from
SANS ISC [3], [10], we conclude that the background traffic
shows random patterns in both time and frequency domains.
The attack objectives of both accuracy and invisibility, and
the attacker’s desire for parallel attacks require that: (1) the
encoded attack traffic should blend in with background traffic,
i.e., be random in both the time and frequency domains,
(2) the code embedded in the attack traffic should be easily
recognizable to the attacker himself, and (3) the code should
support parallel attacks.
To meet the above requirements, we choose the PN-code to
encode the attack traffic. The PN-code in the iLOC attack is a
sequence of −1 or +1 with the following features [11]. First,
the PN-code is random and “balanced”. This feature makes
the attack traffic appear as noise and blend in with background
traffic in both time and frequency domains. Second, The PNcode has a high correlation with itself and a low correlation
with other signals (such as random noise). This feature makes
it feasible for the attacker to accurately recognize attack traffic
(encoded by the PN-code) from the traffic report data even
under interference from background traffic. There are mature
PN code generators such as m-sequences code, Barker code,
gold codes and Hadamard-Walsh codes [11] that we may
adopt. In our work, we use the m-sequence code, which has the
best autocorrelation (it only highly correlates to itself with a
sharp autocorrelation peak) [11]. The improved autocorrelation
makes it easier for the attacker to accurately synchronize and
recognize the pattern embedded in the probing traffic.
2) Attack Traffic Encoding: During the attack traffic encoding process, each bit in the selected PN-code is mapped
to a unit time period Ts , denoted as mark bit duration. The
entire duration of launched traffic (referred to as traffic launch
session) is Ts · L, where L is the length of the PN-code.
The encoding is carried out according to the following
rules: each bit in the PN-code maps to a mark bit duration
(Ts ); when the PN-code bit is +1, port-scan traffic with a
high rate, denoted as mark traffic rate V , is generated in
the corresponding mark bit duration; when the code bit is
−1, no port-scan traffic is generated in the corresponding
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mark bit duration. Thus, the attacker embeds the attack traffic
with a special pattern, i.e., the original PN-code. Recall that,
after this encoding process, the PN-code pattern embedded
in traffic is denoted as the attack mark. If we use Ci =
Ci,1 , Ci,2 , . . . , Ci,L  ∈ {−1, +1}L to represent the PN-code
and use ηi = ηi,1 , ηi,2 , . . . , ηi,L  to represent the attack
traffic, then we have ηi,j = V2 · Ci,j + V2 . That is, ηi,j = V
if Ci,j = +1 and ηi,j = 0 if Ci,j = −1 (j = 1, . . . , L).
Fig. 2 shows an example of the PN-code and the corresponding
encoded attack traffic.
C. Attack Traffic Decoding Stage
In this stage, the attacker takes the following two steps:
(1) The attacker queries the data center for the traffic report
data, which consists of both attack traffic and background
traffic. (2) From the report data, the attacker attempts to
recognize the embedded attack mark. The existence of the
attack mark determines the deployment of monitors in the
attack targeted network. As querying of traffic report data is
relatively straightforward, here we only detail the second step,
i.e., attack mark recognition, as follows.
In the report data queried from the data center, the attack
traffic encoded with the attack mark is mixed with background
traffic. It is critical for the iLOC attack to accurately recognize
the attack mark from the traffic report data. To address this,
we develop the correlation-based scheme. This scheme is
motivated by the fact that the original PN-code (used to encode
attack traffic) and its corresponding attack mark (embedded in
the traffic report data) are highly correlated, in fact, they are
actually the same.
The attack mark in the traffic report data is the embedded
form of the original PN-code. The attack mark is similar to
its original PN-code, although the background traffic may
introduce interference and distortion into the attack mark.
We adopt the following correlation degree to measure their
similarity. Mathematically, correlation degree is defined as

the inner product of two vectors. For two vectors X =
X1 , X2 , . . . , XL  and Y = Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YL  of length L, the
correlation degree of vector X and Y is
L
Xi · Yi
,
(1)
Γ(X, Y ) = X  Y = i=1
L
where  represents the operator for the inner product of two
vectors. Based on the above definition, we have Γ(X, X) =
Γ(Y, Y ) = 1, ∀ X, Y ∈ {−1, +1}L .
We use two vectors, ηi = ηi,1 , ηi,2 , . . . , ηi,L  and ωi =
ωi,1 , ωi,2 , . . . , ωi,L  to represent attack traffic (embedded
with the attack mark) and background traffic, respectively.
We shift the above two vectors by subtracting the mean
value from the original data, resulting in two new vectors,






, ηi,2
, . . . , ηi,L
 and ωi = ωi,1
, ωi,2
, . . . , ωi,L
. We
ηi = ηi,1
still use a vector Ci = Ci,1 , Ci,2 , . . . , Ci,L  ∈ {−1, +1}L to
represent the PN-code. Thus, the correlation degree between
the PN-code and the (shifted) attack traffic can be obtained.
Similarly, we can also obtain the correlation degree between
the PN-code and the (shifted) background traffic as follows.
According to the rules of encoding attack traffic discussed
in Section II-B2, ηi = V2 · Ci + V2 . Thus, ηi = ηi −
E(ηi ) = ηi − V2 = V2 · Ci . Hence, the correlation degree
between the original PN-code and the (shifted) attack traffic
is Γ(Ci , ηi ) = V2 · Γ(Ci , Ci ) = V2 . Furthermore, we can
also derive the correlation degree between the PN-code and
the (shifted) background traffic, i.e., Γ(Ci , ωi ). The mean
of this correlation degree is close to 0, since the PN-code
has low correlation with
background traffic (i.e.,
L the (shifted)

· Ci,j )] ≈ 0). If the standard
E[Γ(Ci , ωi )] = L1 E[ j=1 (ωi,j
deviation of the background traffic rate is σx , the variance of
such correlation degree is
V ar[Γ(Ci , ωi )]

= E[(Γ(Ci , ωi ) − 0)2 ]
L

σx 2
1
 2
.
E[
ω
]
=
≈
i,j
L2 j=1
L

(2)
(3)

Thus, the standard deviation of correlation degree between the PN-code and the (shifted) background traffic is
σx
. Based on the above discussion, the attacker
Γ(Ci , ωi ) ≈ √
L
can set appropriate attack parameters (e.g., PN-code length L
and mark traffic rate V ) to make the correlation degree ( V2 )
between the PN-code and the attack mark traffic much larger
σx
) between the PN-code and the
than the correlation degree ( √
L
background traffic. Consequently, the attacker can accurately
distinguish the attack mark traffic from the background traffic.
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D. Discussions
In order to accurately and effectively recognize the attack
mark (PN-code) from the report data, we need to find the
segment of the report data containing the PN-code (i.e., we
need to fulfill the synchronization between the port-scan traffic
report data and the PN-code). For this purpose, we introduce
an iterative sliding window based scheme. The basic idea is
to allow the attacker to obtain enough report data with fine
granularity. Then, a sliding window iteratively moves forward
to capture a segment of the report data. For each segment, we
apply the correlation-based scheme discussed in Section II-C
to recognize whether or not the attack mark exists.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Evaluation Methodology
In our evaluation, we use the real-world port-scan traces
from SANS ISC (Internet Storm Center) including the detailed
logs from 01/01/2005 to 01/15/2005 [3].1 . The traces used in
our study contain over 80 million records and the overall data
volume exceeds 80 GB. We use these real-world traces as
the background traffic. We merge records of simulated iLOC
attack traffic into these traces and replay the merged data to
emulate the iLOC attack traffic. We evaluate different attack
scenarios by varying attack parameters. Here, we only show
the data on port 135; simulations that use other ports result in
similar observations.
In order to measure attack accuracy, we introduce the
following two metrics. The first metric is the attack successful
rate P AD , which is the probability that an attacker correctly
recognizes the fact that a selected target network is deployed
with monitors. The higher P AD is, the higher the attack
accuracy is. The second metric is the attack false positive rate
P AF , which is the probability that the attacker mistakenly
declares a target network as one deployed with monitors.
The lower P AF is, the higher is the attack accuracy. To
measure attack invisibility in terms of how well the iLOC
attack can evade the defender detection, we use the following
two metrics. The first metric is the defender detection rate
P DD , the probability that the defender correctly detects the
1 We

thank the ISC for providing us valuable traces in this research.
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attack traffic introduced by the iLOC attack. The second one
is the defender false positive rate P DF , the probability that
the defender mistakenly identifies the attack traffic.
We evaluate the iLOC attack in comparison with two other
baseline attack schemes. The first one is the localization attack
that launches a very high rate of port-scan traffic towards target
networks as introduced in [5], [6]. We denote this attack as
volume-based attack. The second baseline scheme embeds the
attack traffic with a unique frequency pattern. In this attack,
the attack traffic rate changes periodically. Then the attacker
expects that the report data from the data center will show
this unique frequency pattern if the selected target network
is deployed with monitors. We denote this attack scheme as
frequency-based attack. As we will illustrate in the following
subsection, this attack scheme has high invisibility in the
time domain. However, its invisibility cannot preserved in the
frequency domain because there is a unique frequency pattern
in the attack traffic. Specifically, when a Fourier Transform is
applied to a traffic containing a periodic pattern, the periodic
pattern emerges as obvious in the frequency domain to the
defender.
In the interest of fairness, we adjust the detection thresholds
in all schemes so that the attack false positive rate P AF
and defender false positive rate P DF have reasonable values
(below 1%). For the iLOC attack, we use the normalized attack
traffic rate P , which is defined as P = V /σx for iLOC attack,
where σx is the standard variation of background traffic rate.
B. Results
1) Attack Accuracy: To compare the attack accuracy of
the iLOC attack with those of volume and frequency-based
attack schemes, we plot the attack successful rate P AD under
different attack traffic rates (i.e., P ∈ [0.01, 3]) as shown
in Fig. 3. From this figure, we observe that both iLOC and
frequency-based attacks consistently achieve a much higher
attack successful rate P AD than the volume-based scheme.
This difference in P AD is more significant when the attack
traffic rate is lower, which can be explained as follows. For
the iLOC scheme, the PN-code-based encoding and decoding
make the recognition of attack marks robust to interference
from the background traffic. For the frequency-based scheme,
the invariant frequency in the attack traffic is also robust to
background traffic interference. Both schemes can distinguish
their attack traffic accurately even when the attack traffic rate
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P AD
90%
95%
98%

iLOC(Time)
2.5%
2.8%
3.1%

iLOC(Freq)
2.2%
2.4%
2.8%

TABLE I
D EFENDER D ETECTION R ATE P DD (P ORT 135)
Volume-based attack (Time)
Frequency-based attack (Freq)
90%
90%
95%
95%
98%
98%

(i.e., P ) is small. Nevertheless, the volume-based scheme relies
on a high rate of attack traffic (i.e., large P ), and thus is very
sensitive to the interference from background traffic.
2) Attack invisibility: To compare the attack invisibility performance of the iLOC attack with the that of other two attack
schemes, we show the defender detection rate P DD on port
135 in Table I. This table shows the attacker-achieved defender
detection rate P DD given different localization successful
rates P AD (90%, 95%, and 98%). Recall that the defender
sets the detection threshold to make the defender false positive
rate P DF below 1%. In the table, “(Time)” and “(Freq)”
mean that the defender adopts the time-domain and frequencydomain analytical techniques to detect attacks. An observation
from this table is that our iLOC scheme consistently achieves
a much lower defender detection rate P DD than the other
two schemes do, which means the iLOC attack achieves the
best attack invisibility performance. As expected, the defender
can easily detect the frequency-based attack by the frequency
domain analytical technique, since there is a unique frequency
pattern in its attack traffic.
IV. G UIDELINES OF C OUNTERMEASURE
It is relatively easy to defend against volume-based and
frequency-based localization attacks. The reason is that they
either embed a spike (using high-rate scan traffic) [5], [6] or
an invariable frequency (using a certain frequency pattern),
and thus show strong signatures in the attack traffic (in either
the time domain or frequency domain). However, defending
against the iLOC attack is much more challenging due to its
invisibility feature. In the following, we present some general
guidelines for counteracting the iLOC attack, while complete
countermeasures against it is a part of our future research
efforts.
1) Perturbing the Information: Recall that in the iLOC
attack, the attacker has to recognize the encoded attack traffic.
Thus, the quality of reports plays an important role in this
recognition. To reduce the effectiveness of iLOC attack, we
may perturb the published report data by adding some random
noise and even randomizing the data publishing delay. This
principle is similar to data perturbation in the private data
sharing realm [12]. The date center can also confuse the
attacker by setting a random and dynamic dormant monitor
set whose traffic logs will not be aggregated into the currently
published traffic report. Perturbing report data can degrade the
attack accuracy of iLOC attack. However, it will also impact
the data accuracy and usage of ITM systems. Studying this
trade-off will be one aspect of our future work.
2) Limiting Information Access: Recall that in the iLOC
attack, the attacker must query the traffic report from the data
center of ITM systems in order to accurately recognize the

Frequency-based attack (Time)
2.9%
3.1%
3.3%

encoded attack traffic. We may explore this attack behavior
feature to reduce the effectiveness of iLOC attack. To do
so, the data center may throttle the query request rate or
require strict authenticated in order to access the traffic report.
However, these limitations on information access may also
reduce the accessibility and thus the usage of ITM systems.
V. F INAL R EMARKS
In this paper, we investigated a new class of attacks, i.e.,
the invisible LOCalization (iLOC) attack. It can accurately and
invisibly localize monitors of ITM systems. Its effectiveness
is demonstrated by theoretical analysis and simulations with
real-world Internet traffic trace. We believe that this paper lays
the foundation for ongoing studies of attacks that intelligently
adapt attack traffic to defenses. Our study is critical for
securing and improving ITM systems.
Detection of invisible attacks such as iLOC attacks and
design of corresponding countermeasures against them remain
challenging tasks and we will investigate them in our future
research. Also, we believe that other vulnerabilities exist in
ITM systems and we plan to conduct a thorough investigation
of them and develop corresponding countermeasures.
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